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1* Introduction to quadratic forms and Witt rings. 
We start by recalling some of the basic results i n 
quadratic forms theory, which w i l l motivate much of the 
material we would l i k e to cover. 
Throughout these lectures, a f i e l d always means a 
f i e l d of characteristic different from 2 . Let k be a f i e l d . 
A (n-ary) quadratic form over k i s by definition a homo-
geneous polynomial of degree 2 
q(x) - q(x v...fXfc) m r a i ¿ j x±x¿ , a ^ € k. 
The number n i s often called the dimension of q, written 
n « dim q. Since char k / 2 , q corresponds uniquely to a 
symmetric square matrix this matrix determines 
the bilinear space (V,b) by defining bie^, e^) « a ^ for a 
basic |e^ t...,e nl of V. One can see easily that there i s a 
one-to-one correspondence between the isomorphic classes of 
quadratic forms (p i s isomorphic to q, p»q,if p(x)-q(Cx)for 
some invertible matrix C) and the isometry classes of b i -
linear spaces ((V,b) i s isometric to ( V , b') i f there i s a 
linear isomorphism T : V - * V such that V ( T ( X ) , r(y))» b(x,y) 
for a l l x , y f V). 
In the sequel we often use the matrix notation to de -
scribe a bilinear space and a quadratic form. We also say 
simply form instead of quadratic form. 
Since any form can be orthogonally decomposed into a 
nonsingular form (det (a^j) ¥ 0 ) and a form which i s 
identically equal zero, we shall only consider nonsingular 
forms. 
Remark 1.1. Any form can be diagonalized , i.e. 
2 p q * x^ + ••• + a x n , and then we shall write 
Q Ä < a^f»»a n>. If a l l a i«1 then we further write 
q ft n x <1>. 
Now we state the following theorem of Witt, which i s 
considered as the most central result i n quadratic forms 
theory over fi e l d s : 
Vitt cancellation theorem 1 . 2 . If q i q^ a q x q 2 t h ien 
The proof can be found i n Lam f 7] among many other 
sources. 
Definition 1 .5 Let (V.b) be a bilinear space. We say V i s 
isotropic i f there exists a nonzero vector u€V such that 
b(u,u)«0. Otherwise V i s called anisotropic. 
The simplest example of an isotropic space i s < 1 , - 1 > 
and the isometry class of such forms i s called a hyperbolic 
plane and i s denoted by H. An orthogonal sum r x H of r 
copies of H i s called a hyperbolic space. The following 
fundamental theorem of Witt shows that an arbitrary qua-
dratic form decomposes into an anisotropic and a hyperbolic 
space. 
Witt decomposition theorem 1.4 Every form g has an ortho-
gonal decomposition g * rxH x ^  with q Q anisotropic. More-
over q Q (up to isometry) and r are uniquely determined by 
q. 
Such a decomposition i s called Witt decomposition. We 
c a l l q Q the anisotropic part or kernel form of q and r the 
index of q. We also write q<>»ker(q) and r»ind(q). 
Definition 1 .5 Let q^ and q 2 be forms. We say q^~q2 Witt 
equivalent) i f ker(q^)* ker(q 2). Let W(k) denote the set of 
a l l equivalence classes of forms over k with respect to 
this equivalence relation ~. Define an addition on W(k) by 
fp] + iq] • (p i q] and a product Tpl^fq] - Tp • q]« Then 
these operations are well-defined (straight forward) and i t 
i s easily checked that W(k) i s a commutative ring with 
identity given by [ < 1 > ] , 0 element » class of hyperbolic 
spaces, and additive inverse of [<a^,...9an>] « 
r<-av....,-an>] . W(k) i s called the Witt ring of k. 
We now mention several fundamental problems. 
Problem 1 . When i s a form cp isotropic? Or equivalently, 
when i s qp * H x T with some form T? 
Problem ?- When i s a form qp hyperbolic? This i s related to 
the question when two forms «p and T are isomorphic, since 
* 1 <-T> i s hyperbolic i f and only i f • s !. 
Problem ft. How can one determine W(k)? 
Usually, Problem 2 i s much easier than Problem 1. 
Problem 3 i s apparently very d i f f i c u l t i n general and we 
may consider the following problem concerning the behaviour 
of the forms under f i e l d extension. 
Problem 4, Let L be an extension of k. Any form op over k 
may be viewed as a form over L and w i l l then be denoted by 
* k or <0&L. The map [<p] [qp^] i s a well defined ring homo-
morphism W(k) -> W(L). What i s the kernel of W(k) W(L)? 
We consider an arbitrary quadratic extension. 
Proposition 1-6 Let L-k(Vd). Then ker(W(k) W(L)) -
= <1,-d> W(k). # ) 
Proof. Clearly, <1,-d> W(k) c ker(W(k) W(L)), since 
<1,-d> 6L fc H. To prove the other direction let 
qp • <b^,...,bn> be an anisotropic form over k which becomes 
isotropic over L. Then ITb- ( x ^ y ^ Y i ) ^ » 0, where x i f 
y ¿ *k and not both x-(x 1,...,x n) and j*(y¿|f ••• fy n) are 
zero. Considering the rational and irrational parts, 
E b i x i 2 + Zb±dj±2 » 0 and r b^y,, = 0 
By the latter equation, x and y are orthogonal i n (k n , q p ) . 
The f i r s t equation says that qp(x) • -dqp(y). Since m i s 
anisotropic, both qp(x) and a>(y) are not zero and hence 
qp — <a,-da> x T, where a - a>(y). 
For convenience we write <1,-d> instead of f<1,-d>]. 
For an anisotropic form <D which becomes hyperbolic 
over L, applying the above argument repeatedly, we get 
qp ft <a 1 t aß> <1, -d>. 
2. Generic theory of quadratic forms. 
We consider a form over k, say qp • <CLp • a n>. Then 
the polynomical cp(x) « cp(x^f x n) i s usually regarded 
as the quadratic form qp i t s e l f . In the "generic" theory the 
indeterminates x^are to be considered as elements of 
k(x) • k(x^, x n) and i n this way cp(x) i s thought of as 
a "generic" value of cp over the rational function f i e l d 
k(x). In this section we shall consider the behaviour of 
quadratic forms under transcendental extensions of the 
base f i e l d . 
Before stating the main result, we introduce the * 
following subset of k arising from a form ( V , q p ) . 
D(CD) * la f k I cp(x) - a for some x f V( i s the set of 
values of k represented by qp. 
The main theorem of the generic theory i s the follow-
ing subform theorem, which characterizes the subforms of a 
given form. We say T i s a subform of © or <o represents T 
and write T < cp i f there exists a form p such that 9 i p . 
Theorem 2.1. (Subform theorem of Pf i s t e r ) . Let cp and Y -
<ß^, Pm> be forms over k with cp anisotropic. Then the 
following are equivalent: 
(i) ¥ i 8 isomorphic to a subform of cp. 
( i i ) For every f i e l d extension L of k D ( * L ) c D i q p ^ . 
( i i i ) f(x) € D( qp S k(x)), where x - ( x v x^), 
m« dim Y ( i . e . x^ + ••• + ß m x m i s represented 
over the rational function f i e l d k(x) by cp). 
Remarks 2 . 2 , 
1) The equivalent conditions ( i ) , ( i i ) , ( i i i ) of this theo-
rem imply i n particular that dim T < dim qp. 
2) I t i s important that cp should be anisotropic (see (i i ) ) . 
3 ) The criterion ( i i ) i s nice but not practical, since i t 
i s not possible to calculate D(q) i n general. The main part 
of the subform theorem i s that the condition ( i i ) can be 
replaced by the much weaker condition ( i i i ) . For ( i i i ) , a l l 
we need i s to check that the "generic" value Y(x) i s re-
presented by op over the single f i e l d , namely the rational 
function f i e l d k(x). 
4 ) The implications ( i ) «• ( i i ) • ( i i i ) are t r i v i a l . 
To prove the implication ( i i i ) * ( i ) , we present the 
following important theorem due to Pfister. 
Theorem 2 .ft. Let qp « <a^, an> be a form over k and 
let f(x) € kfx] be a nonaero polynomial. If qp represents 
f(x) over k(x) then qp represents f(x) already over kfx]. 
Proof* We may assume qp anisotropic, since 
- ( ¥ > • L . « f ( „ . r H b ¡ * $ 
T«1 1 P 0 ( X ) ¿ 
with polynomials p^x) and deg(pQ) » d minimal. We shall 
show d - 0 . Then the conclusion follows. 
Suppose that d > 0 * By Euclidean algorithm on kfx], 
Pi(x) - q ±(x) P 0(x) + r ± ( x ) , 
i - o, n, q Q - 1, r Q • 1, deg ( r ^ <deg (p Q), 
1 < i < n. Let T denote the form <-f(x), a^, an> over 
k(x). Then T « <-!> x cp i s isotropic. 
Let p . (p o, p n) q . (q o, Q ß) a n d 
r - ( r 0 , . . . , r n ) . Then T(p) - - f p Q 2 + a 1 p 1 2 + a n p n 2 * 0. 
But T(q) ^  0. Define 
h - (h o t...,h Ä) - *(q)p - 2by(p,q)q, 
with b Y the associated bilinear form to T. 
Then t(h) « T(q) 2 f(p) - 4T(q) b f(p,q) 2 • 4bj(p,q) 2 *(q)-0. 
Since v remains anisotropic over k(x), h Q ¥ 0. 
From T(h) > 0 we obtain 
We claim deg (h Q) < deg (p Q). This w i l l contradict the 
minimal choice of d and hence d should be zero. 
To prove the claim, we calculate h Q. 
\ - *(q)p Q " 2 by(Pi<l)<l 0 s P q ^ P O ^ ~ V ^ ' s i n c e 
t(p) « 0. Recalling the definition of * we obtain 
h° " ?o i ? i a i ( P o q i " q o p i ) 2 -
Since q Q • 1» f i n a l l y 
Thus deg h Q < d - 2. Theorem 2 .3 i s proven. 
Remark 2.4. This theorem i s a generalization of Cassels* 
theorem that i f 0 ¥ f(x) £ k [x] i s a sum of squares i n the 
rational function f i e l d then f(x) i s already a sum of 
squares i n k f x ] , cf. Cassels, Acta Arithm. 9 (1964). 
Corollary 2.5. Let m • <a^ > i T be anisotropic over k. 
Then d € D(Y) i f and only i f a 1 x 2 + d f D(<P • k(x)). 
Proof, The direction ""•M i s t r i v i a l . Assume now that 
a 1 x 2 + d i s represented by <p G k(x). According to 
Theorem 2.3. a 1 x 2 + d - a n f ^ ( x ) 2 + ... + a n f n ( x ) 2 , where 
Y » <a2,...fan> and f ^ x ) € k [x]. Since qp i s anisotropic, 
a l l f i ( x ) are linear. Write f 1 ( x ) - a x + b. There i s some 
c € k euch that ac + b » ± c. Then 
a 1 c 2 + d « a 1 c 2 + a 2 f 2 ( c ) 2 • ... a n * n ( c ) 2 
and hence d « a 2 f 2 ( c ) 2 + ... + a Q f n ( c ) 2 € D(Y). 
Corollary 2 . 6 - 1 + x,,2 • ... • x n 2 can not be a sum of 
n squares i n k(x^ f x^). 
Corollary 2 - 7 - (Pfister*s Substitution Principle). Let Y 
be a form over k, and p(x) - p(x 1 $ .... x n) * k [x^, •••• 
x n ] . Let e - (e 1 $ .... e n) f k n with p(e) ¥ 0 . 
If p(x) f D (qp 8 k(x)) then p(e) c D(qp). 
Proof, According to P f i s t e r 1 s theorem qp represents p(x) 
over k ( x v x n - 1 ) [x¿]. Plugging in x n « e n, we see 
that op represents p(x,p x n - 1 , e n) over k ( x 1 , . . . i * ^ ) . 
The conclusion now follows by induction on dim qp • n. 
Later i n §6 we shall establish a more general substi-
tution principle. 
We now enter the proof of the subform theorem. We 
work by induction on dim cp. By substituting x^ • 1 , 
x 2 • ... • xjn « 0 , we see that ß^ € D(qp). Hence, 
qp • <P^> i and this remains anisotropic over 
k(x') - k(x 2, x^). I f we write Y - <9^> ± Y 1 then from 
ß 1 x* • Y'(x) € D (cp « k(x)) - D ( ( ^ > i *') * k(x')(x 1)) 
we obtain Yf(x') É D(<p • ft k(x»)) by Corollary 2.5. By 
induction hypothesis f <p 1 fe Y ' I X and hence cp * Y i X . 
3 . Elementary theory of Pfister forms. 
^ oí** Pfister form over k means a quadratic form 
of the shape 
n » a <l f a.>, a. e k i«1 1 1 
and i s denoted by «a^ f * n»» This i s of dimension 2 n 
and i s given by 
^ *a^ t • • •»aat ^^2* • • • , a i a 2 a 3 * * * *' *1 ***an^ 
We note the following special cases: 
1. «1,a2,...an» - <1,1> « a 2 f ...f a n» 
2. «-1, a 2 ... a n» - 2 n~ 1 x H. 
3. The n-fold Pfister form «1,1 ,...,1» i s 211 x <1>. 
4 . The 1-fold Pfister form «-a» i s the norm form of the 
quadratic extension k(Va), a £ k*, i f a i s not a 
square. Similarly the 2-fold Pfister form «-a, -b» 
can be obtained as the norm form on the quaternion 
algebrai^gk), and the 3-fold Pfister form «-a,-b,-c» 
i s the norm form of the Cayley-Algebra over k with the 
structure constants a, b, c. 
Definition 3.1* For a form cp over k, we define 
G(CP) . I a t k*| a<p * cp I. 
Such an element a i s called a similarity factor of the 
form cp. Clearly G(cp) i s a group and contains k*2, so we may 
consider G(CP) as a subgroup of k*/k*2. 
Definition 3.2. An anisotropic form CP i s called multipli-
cative or "round1* i f D(cp) - G(<p). An isotropic form cp i s 
called multiplicative i f cp i s hyperbolic. 
Remark ft.ft. I f 1 € D(<p), G(cp) c D(<p). 
Examples 
1 ) A one dimensional form <a> i s multiplicative i f and 
only i f <a> <1>. 
2 ) Every form < 1 F a> i s multiplicative. 
Theorem ft.4- (Pfister). If CP i s multiplicative then 
CP » < 1 , a > i s also multiplicative. In particular any Pfister 
form « a 1 t ...t a Q» i s multiplicative. 
Proof. (Witt) I f cp ~ Of cp • < 1 f o> ~ 0 . This i s the 
t r i v i a l case. Now let cp be anisotropic and cp 3 < 1 t a> be 
isotropic. Then we need to show that cp $ < 1 , a > i s hyper-
bolic. Since cp ® <1fa> » cp i a CP i s isotropic, y + a 6 = 0 
for some y , 6 É D(cp). From G(cp) - D(cp), i t follows 
This shows that cp Ä <1,o> i s hyperbolic. 
We now consider the case that both cp and CD * <1 fa> are 
anisotropic. It suffices to show D(en e* < 1 f a > ) c G(<D Ä < 1 , a > ) . 
Let 6 € D(CP « < 1 , a > ) . Then we distinguish the following 
3 cases: 
Case 1 : 6 É D(CP) 
Case 2 : 6 € D(a<p) i.e. 6 » a ß , ß * D(<p) 
Case 3 : 6 . ß + Ya , ß , y € D(qp ) . 
In the f i r s t two cases i t can be shown easily that 
6 (cp j. acp) * cp i aco, since G(CP) • D ( C D ) . For the last case. 
6(cp x acp) » (ß t y a ) (cp i acp) « ß ( 1 • ^$.) (cp i afp) 
CP ± acp s yep i a&cp « yep i ( -Yep) . 
(*) 
6(cp x acp) * ß(cp i 2j£ cp) 
« ßcp i aycp 
- <P i a ep 
(*) Here we use the fact that 1-fold Pfister forms are 
multiplicative. 
Remark 3.5. As a special case of the theorem we note that 
any isotropic Pfister form i s hyperbolic. 
Corollary 3.6. (Pfister). I f afß f k* are both sums of 211 
squares in k then aß i s also a sum of 2° squares in k. 
Proof. We apply the theorem to the n-fold Pfister form 
«1,1, ...,1». 
We now give an interesting application of the above 
corollary. 
Definition 3.7. The level s(k) of a f i e l d k i s the 
smallest natural number such that -1 i s sum of s(k) squares 
in k. If k i s formally real then we put s(k) « °°. 
Theorem 3.8. (Pfister). The level of a f i e l d i s either « 
or power of 2. 
Proof. Let s - s(k) and 2 a < s < 2 n + 1. We consider the 
multiplicative form 
cp - 2 n + 1 x <1> - s x <1> x ( 2 n + 1 - s) x <1>. 
Since -1 f D (s x <1>),cp i s isotropic and hence hyperbolic. 
From 2 n + 1 x <1> * 211 x <1> x 2* x <1>, we obtain 
211 x <1> ~ 211 x <-1> and then 2 a x <1> * 2° x <-1>. In 
particular -1 £ D(2 n x <1>) i.e. -1 i s a sum of 211 squares. 
Thus s • 2*. 
We leave here aside most of the elementary theory 
(i.e. theory not involving transcendental f i e l d extensions) 
of Pfister forms and refer the reader to Lam [7] Chap.X §1 
for that. 
4. Generic theory of Pfister forms 
As an application of the subform theorem we character-
ize the anisotropic Pfister forms by "multiplicative" 
properties. 
Theorem 4.1. (Pfister). Let cp be a n-dimensional aniso-
tropic form over K . Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) 9 i s a Pfister form. 
( i i ) For a l l f i e l d extensions L A <PL iß multiplicative. 
( i i i ) For a l l f i e l d extensions L/K VÍVj) i s a group. 
(iv) For the vectors of indeterminates x - (x / J t...,x n) 
and y - ( y v . . . ,yn) f cp(x)cp(y)is represented by cp 
over k ( x v ...f x n, y v y n ) . 
(v) cp(x) i s a similarity factor of cp over k(x 1,...,x n) 
i.e. cp(x) * G( <Pj c(x)^* 
Proof, ( i ) * ( i i ) : This i s clear since for any f i e l d L 
over K the form flp^ i s again Pfister. 
( i i ) m ( v): t r i v i a l 
(v) * ( i v ) : Since cp(x) * K ( x ) Ä * K ( x ) cp(y) f D(cp ft K ( y H 
«>(x)cp(y) € D(cp ft K(x,y). 
(iv) • ( i i i ) : Consider two elements cp(u) and cp(v) i n D(cpL)$ 
u. v € L n. Since <p(x)cp(y) i s represented by cp over 
L ( x v x n, y v y n ) , the element cp(u)cp(v) i s re-
presented by cp^  according to the substitution principle. 
( i i i ) * (i)': cp clearly contains <1> ,the 0-fold Pfister 
form. Now let r be the largest integer such that cp contains 
an r-fold Pfister form T. We shall show 2* - n. Then we 
w i l l be finished. 
Assume n > 2 r and write cp « t i p with p ¥ 0. Let us 
f i x a value a € D(p) and consider the form T i at. We claim 
that t A a i i s a subform of cp. To prove the claim, consider 
( # ) f(Z) + a*(T) « f(T) [*(Z) *(T)- 1 + a], 
where Z « (Z^, ..., ZgiO and T • (T^, ...t T^r) are 2 inde-
pendent sequences of 2 r indeterminates. Since T i s a 
Pfister form, T(Z) T(T)~ 1 f D (*K(2 Tpand i t follows that 
the expression i n the brackets belongs to D(<Pg(z S i n c e 
D(o>m2 i s a group by hypothesis, both sides of (*) are 
represented by cp over K(Z,T). By the subform theorem 
T x af i s a subform of cp. But 1 x at • « a » f i s an 
(r+1)-fold Pfister form, and this contradicts the choice 
of r. 
5. Fields with prescribed level. 
We have seen that D(m x <1>) i s a group i f m • 2 a. 
Here we shall give a more refined result. 
Lemma 5.1. Let m • 2 a and l e t a,., a,_ be elements of 
p p 
K. Put a^ + ... + a j n • a. Then there exists a m x m -
matrix A with coefficients i n K and f i r s t row (a^,...,am) 
such that AA* » A* A • a l m , I a the m x m-identity matrix. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on n. The case n « 0 i s 
t r i v i a l . Assume n > 0 and write a « b+c with 
P p 2 2 b « a^ + ... + agn-1 » c • B2n~1+<\ + a2 n* 
By induction hypothesis there exists 211"1 x 2 n~ 1 matrices 
B and C over k with f i r s t rows ( a 1 t ..., a^ n-l)» 
( a2n-1 + 1, ..., a 2 n) such that 
solves our problem, as can be checked by easy computation. 
If b - 0 f but c ¥ 0 then the matrix 
B 
Qt -a" 1 C* B* C 
has the desired porperties. Finally i f b - c - 0 then the 
matrix 
G °.) 
ha8 the desired properties. 
Lemma 5-2. Let a - 2 a and a v .... a m, ß v .... ß B be 
elements of K. Then there exist elements y 2 , vm i n K 
such that 
( & 1 2 • ... • c^2) (ß^2 • ... • e m 2 -
o 2 w 2 - (c^ ß 1 + ... • • Y2 • ••• • Y» 
Proof* Let o: « + ... + o^2, ß: • ß 1 2 + ... • ß m 2. 
By the above lemma there exist m x m-matrices A and B over 
k with AA* - AtA - a I and BB* - BtB « ß I and with f i r s t 
m m 
rows ( a 1 f . ..f a^) and (ß 1 f ß m) respectively. 
Let (Y>p Y m ) be the f i r s t row of the matrix C « ABt. 
Then CC* « aß I m and hence aß - y 1 2 + ... • y m 2 with 
Y 1 - a 1p 1 + ... • a ^ m . 
Lemma 5.3. Let K be formally real and L • K()f-d) be 
a quadratic extension. I f the level of L i s s(<<») then d i s 
a sum of 28-1 squares i n K. 
Proof. Since s(L) • s, there exists a representation 
-1 - E (a. • ß. V-d) 2 , a, p. f K i-1 1 1 1 1 
8 p 8 p ß 
This yields -1 - E a. ¿ - d I ß,^ and £ a.ß. « 0. 
i.1 x i«i 1 i-1 1 1 
Hence d(E ß 2 ) 2 - (E a.2) (E ß 2) • (E ß 2 ) . i«1 1 i-1 1 i-1 1 i-1 1 
By Lemma 5.2 (E a^ ) (E ß i ) i s a sum of s-1 squares and 
consequently d i s a sum of 2B-1 squares. 
Now we present the theorem, due to Pfister, which 
answers the t i t l e of this section. 
Theorem 5.4. Let K be a formally real f i e l d and let d f K 
be a sum of n squares but not sum of n-1 squares. 
Let 2 k < n <2k*1 and L « K(Y-d). Then the level of L i s 
2*. 
o p p 
Proof. Let a - V-d then -a - d - a^* + ... + a ß . a^ €K. 
Hence s(L) < n which implies s(L) < 2*. To prove s(L) - 2* 
assume that s(L) < 2k~1. Then by Lemma 5.3 d i s a sum of 
2k-1 squares i n Kf which i s a contradiction. 
Example Let K be formally real and let (X 1 f...,X n) 
be a sequence of indeterminates over K. 
Let 2 * < n < 2 k + 1 . Then the f i e l d 
K ( X V X n) (V - X* - ... -Xn*!> has level 2 k. 
Indeed, we know from the subform theorem, that 
v 2 o 
* 1 + ... + X n^ i s not a sum of less than n squares i n 
* ( X V ...t x n ) t cf. § 2 . 
6. Specialization of Quadratic forms. 
We f i r s t r e c a l l some definitions from valuation 
theory. A subring R of a f i e l d K i s called a valuation rinfi 
of K i f for a l l x € K* x € R or x~ 1 € R. Let T be a 
total l y ordered abelian group. Then a valuation on K i s a 
mapping v:K + 1 ulH such that v(x+y) > min lv(x), v(y)i 
v(xy) « v(x)v(y), v ( 1 ) = 0 and v ( 0 ) = 0 0 . 
I f v i s a valuation on K then Ry - |x € x| v(x) > 0 | 
i s a valuation ring of K with maximal ideal 
wv - |x € X| V ( X ) > 0 | . 
Conversely let R be a valuation ring, of K. We define 
a relation < on K by a < ß i f ßa~1 € R. 
Let R*«la€K*| 1 < a < l | . Then < gives a total 
ordering on I* • K*/R* and the canonical projection 
v:K*U 0 «• r u * i s a valuation on K. Hence "valuation ring 
of K" and "valuation on K" are equivalent notions. 
Now we come to the third equivalent notion. Let L be 
a f i e l d and L°° • L U t°°l • The laws of composition of L ex-
tend toL°° by s e t t i n g a+«> = oo for a € L and ». a - a.°° - 0 0 
for a € L°% a ¥ 0 . The compositions «> • •» and 0 0 * 0 are not 
defined. 
Let K and L be fi e l d s * A place X : K «• L i s a homomorphism 
from X to L*°f i.e. X(x+y) • X(x) • X(y) and 
X(xy) « X(x) X(y) whenever the right hand sides are de-
fined. Any homomorphism cp : X «• L from X to another f i e l d 
L - automatically infective - i s called a t r i v i a l place. 
Let R X « |x € K | X(X) ¥ Then R ^ i s a valuation ring of 
K with maximal ideal • ix € K | X(X) - 0|. The residue 
class f i e l d k^ - %\/m\ can be considered as a subfield of 
L. We have X(K) - k* i f X i s nontrivial. 
Conversely let R be a valuation ring i n K with residue 
class f i e l d k. Then X : K k°°, with X | R « canonical pro-
jection and X(x) • » for a l l xt^R, i s a place. Hence we 
have three essentially equivalent notions, namely valua-
tions, valuation rings and places. 
We re c a l l some standard notions and well known facts 
about symmetric bilinear forms over a local ring R with 2 a 
unit i n R . 
A bilinear form cp • (E,cp) over R i s a f i n i t e l y gener-
ated free R-module £ together with a symmetric bilinear 
form cp : ExE •* R . We often denote cp - (E,cp) by the sym-
metric matrix which, i s uniquely determined by cp for 
a fixed basis of E over R . We say cp • ( a i j ) i s a ^on-
singular bilinear form, or bilinear space, i f det (aij) i s 
a unit i n R . For any ring homomorphism X : R «• S we denote 
by X#(cp) the bilinear form over S obtained from cp by base 
extension with X . 
Theorem 6.1. (Cancellation theorem) If cp, Y, X are non-
singular bilinear forms over R with cp x X a f XX then 
CD ts Y. 
A proof can be found i n Knebusch [6] or Roy [ 1 0 ] . 
From now on let R be a valuation ring of a f i e l d K with 
maximal ideal m and 2 a unit i n R . 
Lemma 6.2. Let cp « (M,cp) be a bilinear space over R sucll 
that cp£ * (M g K, cpg) becomes isotropic. 
Then cp Ä <1,-1> X Y with some bilinear space Y over R . 
Proof. By the hypothesis we may choose some x € M such 
that x ¥ 0 and cp(xfx) - 0. We regard M as an R-submodule of 
the K-vector space H 9 K > KM. Choosing a basis of M we 
aee eaaily that Kx n if - Rax with some a € K*. 
Replacing x by ax we may assume that Kx n M = Rx. Then x 
i s part of a basis of M. In particular there exists an 
R-linear form M -» R which maps x to 1. Since cp i s non-
singular we have a vector y i n M with cp(xfy) • 1. 
Replacing y by y- i cp(y,y)x we may Msu&e i n addition 
tbat cp(y,y) « o. Since the matrix \° ¿J bas unit deter-
minant, the module U : « Rx + Ry i a free with basis x,yf 
and M i s the orthogonal sum U i U A of U and the module 
UA: « |z e? M I cp(z,U) - 0|. Thc^  bilinear space (U, cp| U) has 
the orthogonal basis u: • x + ^ y, vs • x • <¿t with 
co(u,u) - 1 t ep(v,v) - -1, 
Corollary 6-3-
i ) If cp i s a nonsingular bilinear form over R such that 
^ i s hyperbolic then cp e¡ m x <1,-1> with some 
m € N (over R). 
i i ) I f cp and T are nonsingular bilinear forms over R such 
that cj^ Ä YK, then cp » T. 
Proof. The f i r s t statement follows by repeated application 
of Lemma 6.2. Let now cp and t be nonsingular forms over R 
with % f K . Then cp x (-T) becomes hyperbolic over Kf 
hence cp i t m x <1f-1>, with m the rank of the b i -
linear module T. We also have * x (-T) * m x <1,-1>. From 
the cancellation theorem we obtain cp «s f. 
It i 8 convenient to know also the following fact. 
Proposition 6.4. Every bilinear space (M, cp) over R has an 
orthogonal basis, i.e. (Mfcp) es < a v an> with some 
units a i of R. 
Proof, By induction on the rank n of M. The case n « 1 i s 
t r i v i a l . Assume n > 1. I t suffices to find a vector x i n M 
such that cp(x,x) «a, a unit. Then the restriction of cp to 
Rx w i l l be nonsingular, hence 
M » Rx x (Rx) 1 tf <a> x (Rx) 1 , 
and we can apply the induction hypothesis to (Rx) 1. Now 
start with any vector u of M which i s part of a basis of M. 
If C D ( U , U ) e? R* we are through. Otherwise cp(u,u) e w. 
Since cp ie nonsingular there exists some vector v i n M 
with C D ( U , V ) « 1. I f cp(v,v) f R* we are through again. If 
cu(v,v) € m then x: « u+v i s a vector with cp(x,x) É R*f 
since 2 i s a unit. 
Definition 6.5. Let X : K -» U °° be a given place with 
valuation ring R. Let cp be a bilinear space over K. We say 
w has good reduction with respect to X i f cp as (a^) with 
X(a i ;j) ¥ 0 0 and det (X(a i^)) ¥ 0. This means that there 
exists a bilinear space Y over R such that Y^  * cp. 
Let X#(cp) denote the bilinear form (X(a¿j)) over L. Because 
of the above Corollary 6.3« X#(«p) i s uniquely determined by 
cp up to isometry. We c a l l X#(cp) the reduction or 
specialization of cp with respect to X. Note also that i f cp 
has good reduction then the matrix (a^) above can be 
chosen as a diagonal matrix according to Proposition 6.4. 
Lemma 6.6. Let cp, Y and p be forms over K with 
cp * Y i p. If cp and Y have good reduction with respect to 
a given place X: K «• L U °°, then p has good reduction with 
respect to X and X#(cp) » X #(Y) i X #(p). 
Proof. By hypothesis cp i (-Y) has good reduction and 
cp x (-Y) * (Y i (-Y)) x p Ä n x <1,-1> x p, n - dim Y. 
By Lemma 6.2. there exists a space p Q over the valuation 
ring R^  associated to X such that 
cp x (-Y) * p 0 G K i n x <1,-1>. Hence p 0 • K «* p, i.e. p 
ha8 good reduction and 
X#(cp) — X #(t) x X #(p) • 
Corollary 6.7. (Substitution Principle) 
Let cp . ( f i d U ) ) 1 C L f J < n ^ d * " <«kl(x))1<kt Km 
Symmetrie matrices of polynomials i n 
with coordinates x, i n a f i e l d extension L of K. If th . 
forms V . (f (x)) and V - ( ^ W ) ° w L 1 1 1 6 D O t . 
singular and i f t i s a subform of • over K(X), then » x i s 
a subform of 9% over L. 
Proof. Since T i s a subform of • over L(X), we may assume 
K . L. There e x i s t s ( # ) a place (in fact many places) 
X:K(X) - K U » with X(Xi) - * < 1 < n 
over K. Then e and T have good reduction with respect to 
X. Prom hypothesis, <p * T x p over k(X). By Lemma 6.5. P 
has good reduction with respect to X and 
*»(*) * M*> A X #(p) i.e. » x • * x * Px-
We f i n a l l y state a theorem, which we need i n the next 
section i n proving the norm theorem 7.2. For the proof we 
refer to theorem 3.1. i * B a u s c h (•]• Actually the part of 
the norm theorem for which this theorem i s needed, i s not 
essential for the later sections. 
Theorem 6.8. Let X: K - L Ü - be a place. Then there 
exists a well-defined additive map 
X# : W(K) -» W(L) 
(*) For the convenience of the reader we have included 
a proof of this standard fact of valuation theory 
i n §9 (Lemma 9 .3 . ) . 
such that for each a € K* 
X# (<a>) - < X(a)> 
0 
i f X(a) ¥ 0, ¥ -
i f X(ac2)« 0 or » for a l l 
c € K*. 
Remark 6.9* If cp i s a form over K with good reduction 
with respect to X then clearly X»[cp] i s the class 
of the specialization X#(cp) defined above. 
7. A norm theorem. 
Ve f i x some further notations. From now on k always 
denotes the ground f i e l d . For any form cp » <a^f...%an> 
over k the (signed) determinant of CD i s defined as the 
square class of 
(-1) a^ ... a n and denoted by d(cp). Notice that d(co) 
depends only on the Witt class [cp]. Ve often regard d(cp) 
as a one dimensional quadratic form. Let X^, .... X Q be 
indeterminates and X • (X^, * n ) . Let cp be a quadratic 
form over k of dimension n(> 2) which i s not isomorphic 
to H. Then cp(X) € k [X] i s irreducible i n k[X] and we may 
regard the function f i e l d k(cp) of the affine quadratic 
cp(X) - 0 f i.e. the quotient f i e l d of k[x]/cp(X). Let x t 
denote the image of X^ i n k(cp). Then we have 
k(cp) • k ( x 1 f .... x^). The function f i e l d k(cp)o of the 
projective quadratic cp(X) • 0 i s 
In particular k(cp)0 c k(cp) and k(cp) • k(cp)Q (x 1) with 
transcendental over k(cp)Q. 
Remark 7-1- Let cp be isotropic but not the hyperbolic 
Plane H. Then k(«p)0 i s a purely transcendental extension 
of k. 
Proof._ By a linear coordinate change, we may assume 
<0 1N 
1 * • 
Thus cp(Xv xn) . * *(X 3, Xn)-
Since x 2 x - 1 - - « X A - 1 W C * ö V e 
k(cp)o . k i x ^ - l , ...f w h l C h 1 8 a P U r 6 l y t r a n ' 
8cendental extension of k. 
For cp fe H we write conventionally k(cp)Q • * 
k(cp) . k(x). 
Theorem 7 ,P. (Norm theorem) Let cp and T be forms over 
k with dim T - n > 2. We further assume that f represents 
1. Then cp * k(Y) - 0 i f and only i f f 0 0 * G(cp S k(X)) f 
where X « (X 1 f .... X n). 
Proof. F i r s t assume Y(X) € G(cp 9 k(X)) i.e. 
*(X)(cp <g> k(X))ss cp 0 k(X). We consider the canonical 
place 
X : k(X) k(Y) U 0 0 
over k associated to the prime polynomial *(X). 
(Remember that k[x] i s a unique factorization domain) 
Let X# s W(k(X)) + W(k(t)) be the additive map induced 
by X as described at the end of §6. Let cp « <a,p« 
a x €k*. Then X#(cp * k(X)) - cp * k(T) • <alT...*aÄ>. By 
bypothesis < & 1 *(X), a^ T(X)> fc<a1,...,aa> over k(X) 
and we learn from theorem 6.8. that X # [cp 9 k(X)J - 0 i.e. 
cp ® k(T) ~ 0. 
To prove the converse we may assume T « <1> x Y*. Then 
Y(X) - + f ( X 2 , X n) and k(Y) - k(X ' )[V-»' (X*)'], 
X» « (X 2, X n ) . Since cp G k(Y) -0, <o • k(X') » 
» <1t Y'(x')> 6 y. for some form y over k(x') by Proposi-
tion 1.6. Then cp a k(X) * (<1f Y ,(X ,)> • y) • k(X) and 
hence G(<1, Y'(X')> e k(X))c G(cp e* k(X)). Now 
Y(X) . X n 2 • Y'(X«) € D«1, Y'(X»)> ft k(X)) -
= G ( < 1 , Y'(X)> 9 k(X)) t and the conclusion follows. 
We have the following interesting corollaries: 
Corollary 7.3. Let cp be anisotropic over k with 1 € D(cp). 
Then cp i s a Pfister form i f and only i f cp ä k(cp) ~ 0. 
Proof. nmni This i s clear since cp « k(cp) i s isotropic and 
isotropic Pfister forms are hyperbolic. "*=M: According to 
the Norm Theorem cp(X) € G(cp a k(X))« Hence cp i s a Pfister 
form by Theorem 4.1. 
Corollary 7.4. Let cp and Y be forms over k such that cp i s 
anisotropic, dim Y > 1. a € D(cp) and b € D(Y). 
If cp ® k(Y) ~ 0 then ab* < cp. In particular dim Y < dim cp. 
Proof. Since b * D(Y). 1 € D(bY) and then 
bY(X) € G(cd ® k(X)) by the Norm Theorem. Since 
a € D(cp) c D(cp * k(X)) f abY(X) € D(cp 3 k(X)). Since cp i s 
anisotropic, we obtain abY< cp using the subform theorem. 
Corollary 7.5. Let T be a Pfister form and let cp be 
anisotropic over k. Then cp $ k(T) ~ 0 i f and only i f 
cp a? T » r\ for some r\. In particular Ker(W(k) + W(k(t))) • 
- TW(k). 
Proof. n * " : Since T i s a Pfister form, this direction i* 
clear. 
: We prove inductively on dim cp. If dim cp • 0 then 
there i s nothing to prove. 
We choose a 1 € D(cp). Then « • a ^  by Corol-
lary 7.4. Since cp^  * k ( 0 ~ 0. by induction hypothesis 
*1 FC T t* ft,. Hence the conclusion cp Ä T Ä (<a1> i ^ ) n1. 
follows. 
8» The generic s p l i t t i n g problem 
Let cp be a form over k. In this section we are inter-
ested i n the following question. What are the indices 
indCcpj^) and kernel forms kerCc^) i f L runs through a l l 
extensions of k i n some universal domain? 
Let K and L be f i e l d extensions of k. Let T be the 
kernel of cp ft & and TJ be the kernel form of CD « L. 
Let X:K «• L u • be any place over k (i.e. X(x) - x for a l l 
x in k). Then cp 8 K has good reduction with respect to 
every k-place X from K to L and X#(cp • K) * cp • L. Let 
* • ind(co • K). Since r x H has good reduction with 
respect to X. t has also good reduction and cp a L * 
fc r x H i X #(t) by Lemma 6.6. In particular ind(cp 3 L)> 
> r and r\ ~ X #(T). 
Definition A i . we c a l l two f i e l d extensions K and L 
equivalent: over k i f there exist places 
X: K «• L U 0 0 and M: L K U 0 0 
over k. We then write K ^ L or more precisely Kj»L. 
Prom the discussion above the following i s clear: 
Theorem ft.s. i ^ t K ~ L and cp be a form over k. 
Then 
(i) ind(<P a K) - ind(«P » L) 
( i i ) ker(*P • K) « T has good reduction with 
respect to X and X #(f) » ker(cp ® L) for every k-place 
X:K-* L U 0 0 . Thus over equivalent fields cp has the same 
splitting behavior. 
Ve may ask: 
Problem. Let 9 be a form over k. For any given integer 
r > 1 we look for a f i e l d extension K over k with the 
following properties: 
(i ) ind(© * K) > r 
( i i ) For any f i e l d L over k with ind(cp « L) > r 
there exists a k-place X: K «• L U °°. 
Such a f i e l d K i s called a partial generic sp l i t t i n g 
f i e l d of ©, more precisely a generic f i e l d for s p l i t t i n g 
off r hyperbolic planes. In particular i f r « 1, K i s 
called a generic zero f i e l d of cp,and i f r « d| m 9 f 
a (total) generic s p l i t t i n g f i e l d of cp. 
Ve say that cp s p l i t s i f dim(ker(co)) < 1. i.e. 
cp ~ 0 i f dim cp even 
d(cp) i f dim cp odd. 
9« Generic tero fiel d s 
Ve want to show that k(ep) i s a generic zero f i e l d of 
If cp i s isotropic, k(cp) i s a purely transcendental 
extension of k and hence k(cp) ~ k. Therefore in this case 
k(cp) 
certainly i s a generic zero f i e l d . To deal with the 
^is o t r o p i c case we need three lemmas: 
Lemma Let K be a quadratic f i e l d extension of E, say 
* • E(Va) « E(a) f a 2 • a. Let p: E L U • be a given place 
with p(a) - P2, M L) ß / 0. Then there exists a unique 
extension X: K «* L U • of p with X(a) = p. 
Spoof- (Here we give an elementary proof without referring 
to general principles of valuation theory.) By the general 
extension theorem of places there exists a place 
X: K I U % r« algebraic closure of L, 
which extends p. Since X(a) 2 - p 2, we have X(a) « ± P. 
Eventually composing X with the involution of K/Ef we 
obtain an extension X of p with X(a) * P and values in IT. 
flow let X: K •» I u " be any extension of p with X(a) - P. 
Given x f y € E, we want to show that the value X(x • ya) 
li e s i n L U • and i s uniquely determined by p. 
Let v: E T be the associated valuation to p. Then 
we have the following 3 cases: 
1- v(y) > v(x), x ¥ 0, y ¥ 0 : Now 
X(x+ya) « X(x(1 + \ a)) 
X(1 • § a) - I * P(J) P. 
&) If 1 f p(£) p f 0, X(x+ya)- p(x) (1 • p(^)P) € L U °°. 
*>) If 1 + p(I) p - 0 f 2 - 1 - p(£) P - X(1 - f a) 
2 X(x+ya) « X(x(1 - a ) ) « p ( x . z£ a) € L U 0 0 
x ¿ x 
2. v(y) <v(x), x ¥ O, y ¿ 0: 
X(x+ya) - x ( y ( y • <0) - M(y)ß € L u ~, since • °-
3. x • 0 or y • 0 : t r i v i a l . 
Lemma 9.2. Let Y: K «• L U 0 0 be a place. Let X^ . X p 
be indeterminates over X and U f^ U p be indeterminates 
over L. Then there exists a unique extension 
Y>: K(X 1 5 X^) 4 L ( U V ü r) U ~ 
of y with M(Xt) - U i t 1 < i < r. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume r « 1 
and write X 1 - Xf « U. Let o be the valuation ring 
associated to y with the maximal ideal *. Define 
Then O i s a valuation ring of K(X) with the maximal ideal 
* " 'gfl} I f ( X ) € **X]> g ( x ) * ° ¡ x ^ * 
The ring homomorphism o -» L obtained by restriction oí 
y has a unique extension 
a: oiX] • L [ü] with a(X) . U. 
If g(X) € o[X] \ *[x], then a(g(x)) ¥ O. Hence a has a well 
defined extension 
Vi O > L(U), U(») « O. 
This i s the place we looked for. 
¡gama Q-*_ Let y 1 f ...f y p be the given elements i n K and 
l e t X 1 f . X p be indeterminates. Then there exists a K-
Place X: K(X 1 $ Xy)-* K U~ such ttet X(X ±) - y t, 1 < i < 
< r. 
^S££i For any transcendental f i e l d extension E(U)/E with 
0 ne indeterminate Ü and any a € E* there exists a unique 
Place Y: E(U) - • E U 0 0 over E with Y(U) • a, namely the 
canonical place corresponding to the prime polynomial U-a 
o f E[U]. Thus for every i € J1 f r| we have a unique 
P W X ± s K ( X V X ± ) K(X 1 $ X ^ ) U 0 0 over 
* ( x v • which maps X^^ to y ^ (Read K for 
.... X ^ ) i f i - 1). Composing a l l the places \ ± we 
obtain a K-place X: K(X„, X^) K ü 0 0 with 
X < V - 7 t. 
Sfeeorem Let cp be a form over k with dim > 2. Further 
assume that cp has good reduction with respect to a given 
Place y: k •» L U °°. Then Y#(*>) i a isotropic i f and only i f 
y can be extended to a place X: k(cp) «* L U 0 0 . 
Sgmark 9,5, If Y i a a t r i v i a l place, i.e. Y i s infective, 
then Y # ( V) « cp a L. Thus Theorem 9.4. states i n particular 
*kat k(cp) i s a generic zero f i e l d of cp. 
££oof^ Without loss of generality we may assume cp F H. 
* : We have a decomposition cp£k(cp) » H i X • 
**en y # ( C P) - X #(cp * k(cp)) . H x X #(x) i.e. Y # ( © ) i s 
isotropic. 
* : Let cp - <a^, a ^ , &± € k*. 
Since cp has good reduction with respect to Y F we have 
* * t e r linear change of coordinates cp - <a^, an>, 
Y(a i) . b t ¥ 0, 0 0 f cf Propoaition 6.4. Then Y #(*0 -
* <b1$ bn>. 
Since Y # i s iaotropic, there exist y^, ...» y n such that 
*ot a l l of them are sero with b 1 y 1 2 • ... • b n y n 2 • °* 
Let y n / 0. We have k(cp) • k ( x 1 f ...f x n) with the 
relation a^x^ + ... + a^ x Q • 0. Thus k(cp) « E(xn)» 
where E « k ( x y f ^ - i ^ ^  x ^ t ..., x n - 1 are algebra-
i c a l l y independent over k . 
Let ü\jt ..., ^ n m m^ be indeterminates. By Lemma 9.2» 
there exists an extension 
y : E L ( U V U Q - 1) U • 
of y with y(x i) - ü^, 1 < i < n - 1 . By Lemma 9.3. there 
exists an L-place 
L(U 1 % U n - 1) U «> L U «, U ± y ±, 1 ¿ i < n - 1 . 
By composing the two places we get a place M: E L U * 
with u i x ^ - y i 1 < i < n - 1 , hence 
Then u can be extended to a place 
X : k(ep) -* L U 0 0 with X(x n) - y n 
by Lemma 9*1* 
At f i r s t glance Theorem 9.4. might appear as some 
"general abstract nonsense". To i l l u s t r a t e that this i s 
actually not true we mention some results of A. Heuser, 
obtained i n his thesis (Univ. Regensburg 1976). For any 
form cp of higher degree over k we also have the notion of a 
generic zero f i e l d . Now le t 5) be a central division algebra 
over k of dimension d 2. Let cp(T^, T¿2) be the reduced 
norm of 5) over k with respect to a basis. This i s a form of 
degree d. 
(i) I f d i s not a prime power then cp has no generic 
zero f i e l d . 
( i i ) d - p a i s a prime power with a > 1 then cp has a 
generic zero f i e l d but k ( « ) i s not a generic zero 
f i e l d 
( i i i ) If d • p then k(cp) i s a generic zero f i e l d . 
We conclude this section with some remarks on generic 
Z e po f i e l d s . 
(*•) k(cp) ~ k(«)0. Therefore the theorem holds for k(cp)Q 
instead of k(cp). Note that the transcendental 
degree tr(k(cp) Q/k) • n - 2 i f dim cp - n. 
(*i) cp i s isotropic i f and only i f k(cp) i s purely 
transcendental extension over k. 
* : We have seen this before. 
* : Since k(cp) ~ k and cp $ k(cp) i s isotropic, CD i s 
isotropic over k. 
(*ii) Let cp be an anisotropic form of dimension n. The 
transcendental degree of a generic zero f i e l d of cp 
can be less than n - 2. For example let CD be an 
anisotropic n-fold Pfister form and let cp a? Y i r\ 
with dim Y > 2 a - 1 +1. Then for any L over k the 
following are equivalent: 
(a) cp « L i s isotropic 
(b) cp » L i s hyperbolic 
(c) Y ft L ~ (-TO ® L. 
Since dim ti < dim Y, i n this case Y $ L i s isotropic. 
^ * U 8 <P and Y become isotropic over the same fields and 
1 x 1 Particular k(Y) Q i s a generic zero f i e l d of cp. If 
dim Y . ¿n-1 + 1 f tr(k(Y) 0/k) - 211"1 - 1. 
10. Generic s p l i t t i n g towers 
Let w be a form over k. Ve construct a tower of 
fie l d s 
k - K Q c c ... c K h 
i n the following way* Decompose cp into a hyperbolic and a 
kernel form 
cp fc i x H i cp • o o 
If cpo s p l i t s ( i . e . dim cpö < 1) f we stop with K Q - k. 
Otherwise we choose a generic zero f i e l d of cpQ and de-
compose 
cpQ Ä K,, * i 1 x H x cp1 
with cp^  anisotropic. I f dim cp^  < 1 we stop. Otherwise we 
choose a generic zero f i e l d of cp^  and decompose 
cp1 9 K 2 ft ±2 x H i cp2 
with cp2 anisotropic and so on. Thus we obtain a tower 
k - K 0 c ^ c ... c , 
a system of anisotropic forms cpp over K p f and a system of 
indices i p such that cp ft i Q x H i ( P 0 , cp p - 1 ® K p ft 
ft i p x H ± cpp (1 < r < h) and dim cp^  < 1. The tower con-
structed in this way i s called a generic s p l i t t i n g tower 
of cp. 
Theorem 10.1. Let (K p : 0 * r < h) be a generic sp l i t t i n g 
tower of cp with indices i p and kernel forms cpp. 
Let y: k •» L U » be a place and let A: Kffl L U 0 0 be an 
extension of y for some m € |0, h|, which can not be 
further extended to *m+^ i n the case m < h. If cp has good 
reduction with respect to y, then cpm has good reduction 
with respect to Xt ker(y#(cp)) - X#(cpm) and ind(y#(cp)) * 
Proof* Since cp has good reduction with respect to Y» 
* Ä Km h a 8 g o o d r e d u c * i o n with respect to X and X#(cp $ K^)-
- Y*(*>). 
Thuscpm has good reduction with respect to X and 
Y»(<f>) * ( i Q • ... • i ) x H i X#(cpffl). If X*^) were 
isotropic, X could be extended to K m +^ by Theorem 9.4. 
Hence X#(a>m) i s anisotropic. 
In particular we obtain for a f i e l d extension V k t 
i.e. a t r i v i a l place yz k «• L, the following: 
There i s a unique m € [0 f h]^*^ with ind(cp « L) « 
« i Q + + ± m and ker(cp 9 L) - cpfflf namely m i s the 
maximal number such that there exists a place X: K «• L U *> 
m 
over k. 
1) Thus the possible indices of the form cp « L for varying 
L are precisely 
io» ±O * M* ••••• i o + * i h Ä 
In particular h and a l l i p are uniquely determined by 
CP (0 < t < h). We c a l l h the height h(cp) of cp and i r the 
r-th index i r ( t f ) of cp . 
2) If (K¿ : 0 < r < h) i s another generic s p l i t t i n g f i e l d 
f i e l d of cp, then ~ K* over k. For any place * m m X: K. K' U * over k the form cp,,, has good reduction with m m m 
respect to X and X#(cpffl) - ©m , where CD¿ « ker(cp 9 K¿). 
In this sense cpm does not depend on the choice of a generic 
s p l i t t i n g tower of cp and we c a l l cpffl the m-th kernel form 
of cp. We note that 
m 0 i f dim cp « even 
d(cp) i f dim cp « odd. 
We here denote by [0 f h] the set |0, 1 Y h). 
3) For any s with 0 < 8 < [ r i I L £ ] there exists a minimal 
p 
r with 0 < r < h and 
i • ... + i r > s. The f i e l d K p i s a generic f i e l d for 
s p l i t t i n g off 8 hyperbolic planes from cp. 
Theorem 10.1. contains the following information about 
the behaviour of these invariants under specialization: 
Corollary 10.2. Let cp be a form over k with good reduction 
with respect to a given place A: k -> k' U 00. Let 
(K p: 0 < r < h) and (K' s: 0 < e < h*) be generic s p l i t t i n g 
towers of cp and cp* « X#(cp) respectively. For any 
s f [0, h'] let r(s) denote the maximal number r i n [0 f h] 
such that A can be extended to a place from K p to K'B. 
Then h' < h and 0 < r(0) < .... <r(h') - h. 
Moreover ÍQCCP') - Í 0 ( « P ) + ••• • ^ ( o ) ^ 8 1 1 1 ( 1 
V*') - ^(8-1) + 1 ( < p ) * ••• + M s ) ( < p )* 1 < s < h 1 • 
For any place p: * r ( 8 ) •* K ' ß extended from Af 
M#(ker (cp ÄK r ( f i )) * ker (cp1 ® K« 8). 
Proof. Apply the above theorem to the places 
k-^k' U 0 0 c—> K1 ß U °°. 
Excercise. Determine the height and indices of a "generic 
form": Let U v ...f U n be indeterminates over a f i e l d k. 
Consider the form cp - Un> over K « k(U 1 $ ...,Un). 
Then show that h(cp) « iQ(«>) • °» • ••• • i^(cp) • 
- 1. 
Solution. Clearly cp i s anisotropic. We want to construct 
a tower 
L Q - K c L 1 c . . . c \ * » • b(cp) 
with ind(cp « L p) • r for 1 C r < m. Then we are done. 
Consider the f i e l d 
V • k < V V-Un U n. 1, V 2 r + 2 ' V- Un-2r +2 un-2r +1) 
in the algebraic closure IT. Choose L p as the purely trans-
cendental extension k p(U^, . u n _ 2 r ^ of k r-
Then epc?Lr~<U1, •••»un_2r> 0 X 1 ( 1 i n d ( * • L r ^ * r a s required. 
11. The leading form. 
In this section ve determine a l l the forms of 
height 1. F i r s t we r e c a l l that any Pfister form T has a 
decomposition <1> i T ' . We c a l l T* the pure part of f . 
Theorem 11.1. Let cp be anisotropic. 
(a) If dim co i s even then h(cp) - 1 i f and only i f cp » at 
for some Pfister form T of dimension at least 2 and some a 
in k*. 
(b) I f dim cp i s odd then h(cp) - 1 i f and only i f © * aT1 
with T ' the pure part of a Pfister form T of dimension at 
least 4 and some a i n k*. 
Proof. 
(a) If cp represents a then 1 € D(a<p). Let T = acp. 
If h(cp) m 1 then T ® k(«r) ~ 0. By Corollary 7.3 of the norm 
theorem T i s a Pfister form. The converse i s clear. 
(b) Assume cp e¡ aT», T 1 the pure part of a Pfister form T t 
dim T > 4. Then h(cp) « 1, since k(t') ~ k ( T ) (cf §10) and 
T 1 a k ( T ) ~ <-i> a k ( T ) . 
To prove the converse we may assume d(cp) « 1, re-
placing cp by d(cp)cp , i f necessary. Consider the form 
T: m <1> i <-«.> . 
We claim T i s anisotropic. To prove the claim, assume 
that T i s isotropic. Then cp fe <1> x r\ for some r\ with 
dim TI > 2. Since h(cp) • 1 and d(cp) » 1, cp «k(cp) ~ <1>. 
Hence • k(cp) ~ 0. Let a € D(TO. Then acp < TI by 
Corollary 7.4. But this i s impossible since dim TI < dim cp. 
Now to prove T i s a Pfister form, i t i s sufficient to 
show that T a k(r) ~ 0. Assume that cp a k(t) i s anisotro-
pic. Then h(cp a k(t)) • 1, since h(cp a k(r))< h(cp) - 1. 
Then <1> i (-co a k(r)) « T a k ( T > i s anisotropic by 
applying the previous argument to cp a k ( T ) instead of cp. 
But this i s impossible and thus cp a k(r) i s isotropic. 
By hypothesis cp a k(r) ~ <1> and T a k ( T ) ~ o follows. 
Definition 11.2« Let cp be a form over k which does not 
s p l i t . Let ( K j J 0 < i < h) be a generic s p l i t t i n g tower of 
cp with cp¿ - ker(ep a K ¿). Then M P j ^ ) - 1. By the above 
theorem «Ph-1 Ä at or «P^.^* a T < t where T i s a Pfister 
form and T • i s the pure part of a Pfister form T over 
Kb_^. Of course T i s uniquely determined by cp over ^. 
We c a l l K h - 1 a leading f i e l d of cp and T the leading form 
of cp over K^-1* 
Let cp be a form over k of dimension n. Let c(cp) denote 
the C l i f f o r d invariant of cp, which i s defined as follows: 
If n i s even, c(cp) i s the class [C(cp)] of the Cl i f f o r d 
algebra C(cp) in the Brauer group Br(k). If n i s odd c(cp) 
i s the class [C ' f(cp)]of the subalgebra of elements of even 
degree i n C(cp). For a more detailed discussion of c(cp) see 
Lam [7] Chap. V §3. 
The leading form has the following connection with the 
determinant d(cp) and the Cli f f o r d invariant c (cp) . 
Theorem 11.3. Let cp be a form over k which does not s p l i t . 
Let T be the leading form of cp over a leading f i e l d 
of cp. 
(1) If dim cp i s even and d(cp) ¥ 1» then T Ä <1,-d(cp)> over 
Kh-1 # . 
(2) If dim cp i s even, d(cp) - 1 and c(cp) r 1, then 
dim T m 4. 
(3) If dim co i s even, d(cp) « c(cp) » 1 t then dim T > 8. 
(4) I f dim co i s odd and c(ep) ¥ 1» then dim T « 4. 
(5) If dim cp i s odd and c(q>) « 1 t then dim T > 8. 
Proof. Ve prove (1),(2) and (3). The rest can be proved 
analogously. 
(1) Let r € [o, hj be maximal such that d(cp) 9 K p ¥ <1>. 
Then r < h-1. I f dim cp p > 2, K p i s algebraically closed 
in K r( Ä r r) • Hence r » h-1 and dim c p ^ ^ - 2. 
Let d(cp) m <d>. Since c p ^ ^ has again discriminant <d>, 
clearly T - <1,-d>. 
(2) Since d(«Ph.1) - d(t) • 1, dim T > 4. Let r * [0 f h] 
be maximal such that [$] - c(cp) 9 K p ¥ 1 f where % i s a 
central division algebra over Kp. S) sp l i t s by K r ( c o r ) . 
But & r ( c p r ) has the form E ( V g ) , where E i s a purely trans-
cendental extension of K and g € E. The division algebra 
r 
X) Ä E s p l i t 8 by E ( V g ) . Thus » • E has dimension 4, and D 
has dimension 4 over Kp. Let o be the norm form of 5). 
Then o i s an anisotropic Pfister form and a 9 K p ( c p r ) ~ 0. 
By Corollary 7.4. a c p p < a for eome a el D(ep p ) . In 
particular dim cp r < 4. Since dim c p ^ > 4, r • h-1, 
dim co^_^ m 4 and er » T . 
(3) Let d(eo) « c(cp) - 1 and let e p ^ ft a t . I f dim T • 2, 
d(ep^_^) • d ( f ) ^ 1. This contradicts the assumption 
d(cp) « 1. 
If dim T - 4, c C e p ^ ) - [ Q ] with Q the quaternion 
algebra over corresponding to T . Since T i s aniso-
tropic the algebra Q has no zero-divisors, hence 
c i c p ^ ) j- 1. This contradicts the assumption that c(cp) » 1. 
Thus dim T > 8. 
12. The degree of a quadratic form. 
Let © be a form over k which i s not hyperbolic. Let L 
run through a l l f i e l d extensions of k in a universal domain 
such that cp a L i s not hyperbolic. Let T be the leading 
form of co. Then 
min|dim(ker(cp » L))| cp 8 L «f* 0| • 1 i f dim CD i s odd 
« dim T i f dim CD i s even. 
This i s an immediate consequence of our theory in §10 and 
§ 11. Hence the minimum of the dimensions of the kernel 
forms of these cp a L i s a 2-power 2 d (d « 0 i f and only i f 
dim cp i s odd). We c a l l d the degree deg(cp) of cp. If cp ~ 0 
we put deg(cp) • °°. If dim cp i s even then deg(cp) i s the 
number of binary factors i n the leading form T of CD. 
Since the degree of a form depends only on the Witt 
class, we have a well-defined map 
deg : W(k) > N U °°. 
For each n > 0 let J n(k) denote the set of a l l [cp] in W(k) 
with deg(cp) > n. Clearly J^k) « Í [cp] € W(k)| dim cp i s 
event. Using the end of §11 we also see that 
J 2(k) « i [cp] € J ^ k ) ! d(cp) - 1| 
J 3(k) « I [cp] € J 2(k)| c(cp) - 1| 
We want to prove that J n(k) iß an ideal of W(k) for 
every n > 0. For this we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 12.1. Let T be an anisotropic n-fold Pfister form 
over k with n > 1. Let T be a form over k with 
deg(T) > n • 1. Let a be an element in k*. Then 
deg(aT i T) • n. 
Proof. If Y ~ 0, there i s nothing to prove. Assume now 
that Y i s not hyperbolic and let ( L j 0 < i < 1) be a 
generic s p l i t t i n g tower of Y. Then we claim that T & i s 
s t i l l anisotropic. To prove the claim, assume that 
T a L 1 ~ 0. Let r €[0, 1-1 ] be maximal with t Ä L p ^ 0 
and hence a? p < T « 1^ by Corollary 7.4. But this contra-
dicts the assumption that deg(Y) > n. Thus T » ^ i s 
indeed anisotropic. 
Now l e t cp: « a i i Y. Then cp a L^ ~ at 8 L^, since 
Y ® L^ ~ 0. Hence deg(cp) • m < n. 
Assume m < n and let (Kj | 0 < j < h) be a generic 
s p l i t t i n g tower of cp. Let p be the leading form of cp, 
hence ker(cp ® • with deg(p) • m, b 6 
Then 
Y * Kh-1 ~ bP 1 (- aKi- « K h - 1 ) * 
But the right hand side has dimension 2* • 2*1 < 2 n* 1. Thus 
Y a K h - 1 ~ 0 and we obtain bp ~ a(T 9 E j ^ ) * 
Since dim p < dim T , we have T 3 K^-i ~ 0 and hence 
also p ~ 0, which i s a contradiction. This proves that 
deg(cr) • n. 
Theorem 12,2. J n(k) " ideal of W(k) for every n > 0. 
Proof. We shall f i r s t prove that a l l J n(k)are closed 
under addition*i.e. 
deg(cp1 i ep2) > min(deg(cp1), deg(cp2)) for any cp1 and cpg 
over k. We exclude the following t r i v i a l cases: 
ep^  or ep2 has odd dimension, 
CP1 ~ o or cp£ ~ 0, 
Let n > 1 be the degree of ep^  x cp2. We choose a f i e l d 
extension L of k such that kerícp^  3 L i cp2 G L) • ap 
with p a Pfister form of degree n and a € L*. 
Then 
degí^ • L) > deg(cp±) ( i - 1,2) 
by definition of the degree function. Thus i t suffices to 
prove the assertion for the forms cp^  - L instead of 
CD^. I f deg(cp^) > n then we obtain deg cp^  • n from the 
fact that c£J ~ ap i (-cp2) using Lemma 12.1. Thus i n any 
case min(deg(cp^), deg(cp^)) < n. 
Since deg(acp) = deg(cp), <a> ¿n(k) - «Jn(k). Now W(k) i s 
i s additively generated by 1-dimensional forms <a>. 
Thus J n 0 O i a stable under the multiplication by elements 
of W(k). This shows that J n(k) i s an ideal in W(k). 
As an immediate consequence of the theorem we have 
the following corollary: 
Corollary 12.3. deg(cp1 A cp2) - min(deg(cp1)f deg(©2)) i f 
deg 9^ ¥ deg tp2. 
Let I(k) be the fundamental ideal of V(k), consisting 
of the Witt classes [ep ]over k with dim cp even. I(k) i s 
additively generated by 1-fold Pfister forms. Thus the n-th 
power I n(k) of I(k) i s additively generated by n-fold 
Pfister forms and hence the theorem yields another 
corollary: 
Corollary 12.4. I n(k) c J n(k) for a l l n. 
In [2] Arason and Pfister obtained the following: 
Hauptsatz. I f cp i s an anisotropic form ¥ O over k with 
[cp] € I n(k) then dim cp > 2 a. 
Notice that our Corollary 12.4. i s just another way to 
state this Hauptsatz. I t i s clear from the definition of 
the ideals J Q(k) that 0 J n(k) - 0. Thua also 
ñ I n(k) « 0, a h i g h l y ^ n o n t r i v i a l fact, since W(k) i s 
usually not noetherian. 
Question. Is I n(k) - J n(k) for every n? 
It i s evident that this holds true for n < 1, and i t 
i s not d i f f i c u l t to prove I n(k) - J n(k) for n « 2 (Pfister 
[9 ] ) * Until now no counter example has been found, but 
nevertheless there i s not much evidence for an affirmative 
answer in general. Ve mention some of the known results. 
(1) If cp € J j with dim cp < 12 then cp € I 5 (Pfister Í 9 ] ) . 
(2) Let F be a function f i e l d over a real closed f i e l d R. 
If tr(F/R) < 3, J n(P) - I n(F) for a l l n. 
If tr(F/R) « d > 4, J n(F) - I n(F) for a l l n > d + 1 
(3) J n(k) - I n(k) for a l l n i f k i s a global or local 
f i e l d i n the sense of algebraic number theory. 
(4) I f J 5(k) « I 3(k) then J 3 ( k ( X v X n)) -
- l5(k(X 1 ? X n)) for any set X v X^ of 
indet erminat es• 
The statements (2), (3) , (4) are proved in Arason -
Knebusch [ l ] , a paper which moreover contains a detailed 
8tudy of the behaviour of the degree function, nevertheless 
leaving many questions open. 
Theorem 12.5. For arbitrary m > 0 and n > 0, and for any 
f i e l d k, 
I*(k) J n(k) c J ^ n (k). 
Proof. It suffices to prove this for m • 1. For a form cp 
over k which i a not hyperbolic, we have to show that 
(*) deg(<1,-a> 8 cp) > deg cp, a € K*. 
If cp has odd dimension then this i s t r i v i a l . Now we assume 
that dim cp i s even and we proceed by induction on h(cp). 
If h(cp) « 1 the assertion (*) i s clear. Assume h(cp) > 1. 
Vithout loss of generality further assume that 
a: - <1,-a> a co does not s p l i t . Let F be a leading f i e l d 
of a and p be the leading form of a over F. 
Since deg(cp m F) > deg(cp), i t auf fices to prove that 
deg(p) > deg(cp * F). Since h(cp $ F) < h(cp), we may 
replace k by F and cp by the form cp « F. Thus we may assume 
from the beginning that <1,-a> ft cp ~ p with an anisotropic 
Pfister form p. 
Assume f i r s t that p ft k(co) i s anisotropic. 
Since (<1,-a> a cp) a k(cp) ~ p a k(cp) and h(cp ft k(cp))< 
< h(cp) -1, by induction hypothesis deg(p ft k(cp)) > 
> deg(cp ft k(cp)). But deg(p) - deg(p ft k(cp)) and 
deg(cp) - deg(cp ft k(cp)). 
Now assume that p ft k(cp) s p l i t s . Then p Ä bcp i n 
over*k by Corollary 7.4« It follows then 
2deg(cp) < d i m w K 2deg(p) ^ h e n c e d e g ^ < d e g p # 
One may ask: Is J m(k) J n(k) c J m + n ( k ) ? 
Corollary 12.6. Let cp be an odd dimensional form and T be 
an arbitrary form over k. Then deg(cp ft t) - deg(t). 
Proof. Since cp ~ <1> i (cp i <-1>), we have 
cpftT ~ Y j. (cp i <-1>) ft Y . 
By the theorem deg((cp i <-1>) ft Y) > deg Y and the con-
clusion follows from Corollary 12.3. 
It can be shown by elementary methods, i.e. methods 
not involving transcendental f i e l d extensions over k, that 
any form cp of odd dimension over k yields a non zero 
divisor [cp] of W(k), cf. Pfister [9] or Lam [ 7 ] . 
Corollary 12.6. i s a deepening of this fact. 
13. Subforms of Pfister forms. 
Definition 13.1. A form cp over k i s called a Pfister 
neighbour i f there exists a Pfister form p such that cp < ap 
with dim cp > i dim p for some a £ k . Let cp be a Pfister 
neighbour, c p i T j a a p as above. Then k(cp) k(p) over k as has 
been observed at the end of § 9. We claim that p i s uniquely 
determined by cp. Let o be another Pfister form with cp < bo 
and dim cp > 4 dim o. Then o ft k(p) ~ 0 and p ft k(a) ~ 0 
i.e. p < o and a < p. (Notice that p and o both represent 
1.) Hence a 2- p. If b i s any element of D(cp) then a = be 
with c € D(p). Thus bp&ap. We see that the form ap and 
hence also TI i s uniquely determined by cp. r\ i s called the 
complementary form of cp and cp i s called a neighbour of p. 
Without proof we quote the following rather astonishing 
theorem due to Robert Fitzgerald [3 ] . 
Theorem 13.2. Let cp and TI be anisotropic over k with 
cp 4? - T I and dim TI < 2 dim cp. We further assume cp ft k(cp) ~ 
( - T | ) ft k (cp) . Then cp 1 TI * ao with o an anisotropic Pfister 
form and a € k . 
Remark 13.3. Actually Fitzgerald has an even stronger 
theorem, replacing the assumption dim r\ < 2 dim cp by 
dim TI < dim cp • 2 d e g q with q: = cp ± n. That this theorem 
i s indeed stronger than Theorem 13*2. can be seen as 
follows: We have q ft k(cp) ~ 0. Let F be a leading f i e l d of q 
with the leading form T . Then q ft F ~ ar with a € F . The 
f i e l d F(cp ft F) i s a composite k(cp) • F and thus contains k(cp). 
Therefore 
0 ~ q ft F(cp ft F) ~ aT ft F(cp ft F). 
# 
This implies b(cp ft F) < T for some b € F , and we see that 
dim cp < 2 d e * 
Corollary 13.4. Let q be an anisotropic form with 1 € D(q). 
Let cp be a form over k with dim cp > j dim q and assume that 
cp(t) € G(q ft k ( t ) ) f with a set of n • dim cp indeterminates 
t • ( t 1 $ . t n ) . Then q i s a Pfister form. 
Proof. By the norm theorem q ft k(cp) ~ 0. Choose a € D(cp). 
Then q ft acp i an by Corollary 7.4. Let 
p: = a q s - e p i T | • 
Then cp 4 since q i s anisotropic* Since cp ft k(cp) ~ 
~-nft k(cp), p i s a Pfister form by the theorem. 
Since 1 C D(q) - a D(p) i t follows that p * q. 
1 
Example. The restriction dim cp > j dim q i s the best 
possible. 
Consider q: - <1, a, b> ft T with an anisotropic 
Pfister form T. Further assume that q i a anisotropic. 
Then dim T - J dim q and T(t) € G(q ft k( t ) ) . But q i s not 
a Pfister form. 
Definition 13.4. An anisotropic form cp over k i s called 
excellent i f for every f i e l d extension L/k there exists a 
form Y over k such that Y ft L ft ker(cp ft L). 
Theorem 13.5. The following are equivalent: 
(i) cp i s excellent 
( i i ) There exists a sequence of anisotropic forms 
cp • T^ t Ttj . . . . F T\£ (t > 0) over k 
such that dim < 1 and r^(0 < i < t) i s a Pfister 
neighbour with complementary form 
Moreover then the following holds true: 
(a) h(cp) • t 
(b) I f f\• . n i + 1 fe • with a Pfi8ter form then 
(K ± : 0 < 1 < t ) 9 with K Q - k, K ± - k(o 0,... f o ± - 1) 
(1 < i < t ) , i s a generic s p l i t t i n g tower of cp 
and ker(cp ft K¿) fe (-1)1 ft Kt. 
Proof. Fi r s t we show that (a) and (b) hold assuming ( i i ) . 
V/e proceed by induction on t. If t < 1 the assertion i s 
t r i v i a l . Assume t > 1. 
Since k ( e r 0 ) ~ k (cp) , k(o 0) i s a generic zero f i e l d 
of cp. If ft k(cp) were isotropic, 
cp ft k(cp) ~ ( - t V j ) ft k(cp) ~ 8 k (cp) . We would obtain from 
Theorem 13.2. that cp i s a Pfister neighbour and both 
and T) 2 are complementary forms of cp. This i s impossible, 
since the complementary form i s uniquely determined by cp. 
The sequence 
Tij ft K 1 f r\2 ft K2, ••• r\t ft Kyj with « k(<*0) 
i s as in ( i i ) and has length t - 1 . Applying the induction 
hypothesis to ft K^  we obtain h(cp) « t, a generic 
s p l i t t i n g tower (K ¿ : 0 < i < t) of cp with 
K i " k ( ° o * •••• a i - l ) ker(cp ft K t) ft ( -1 ) 1 ft K±. 
It i s now clear that cp i s excellent. 
The proof of the implication (i) * ( i i ) i s not hard 
with Fitzgerald's theorem 13.2. Actually much weaker 
results(e8sentially also necessary to prove Fitzgerald's 
theorem) suffice to establish this implication, cf. 
Knebusch [ 5 ] , part I I §7. 
One of the d i f f i c u l t i e s of the algebraic theory of 
quadratic forme over field s i s that the dimen8ions of the 
"building stones" of this theory, the Pfister forms, are 
2-powers and that the difference between conaecutive 
2-powers grows exponentially . Excellent forms exist in any 
dimension i f k i s formally real. 
(Example: cp - nx<1>, n€N. Exercise: Prove that these 
cp are indeed excellent•) They are closely related to 
Pfister forme and have a well understood s p l i t t i n g 
behaviour.*^ 
The remarks on excellent forms concluding this lecture 
had been omitted i n the oral version in September 1979 
for lack of time. 
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